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Here we go – find out about the different ways that frontline artists make money from their music-making – and the music industry business partners they work with along the way.

You can also download the slides that accompany the lecture version of this guide and check out more general music industry resources available elsewhere in the CMU library.

ACCESS SLIDES FOR THIS GUIDE


MORE MUSIC INDUSTRY RESOURCES
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#01: We can organise a frontline artist’s revenue streams into three main categories.
Frontline artists – also sometimes called ‘featured artists’ – are the musicians who are up front on stage, who build a brand and release music under that brand, and who seek to grow and monetise a fanbase.

Frontline artists are part of the wider music-maker community, which also includes those backing vocalists, session musicians, composers, songwriters, lyricists, beat-makers and studio producers who create, make, produce and perform music with and for other artists – usually frontline artists – and/or who make music for film, TV or gaming studios, brands and ad agencies, arts organisations, production music libraries, and so on.

Frontline artists make money from their music-making in a number of different ways. But those various different revenue streams can be organised into three main categories…

• Frontline artists create and exploit intellectual property.

• Frontline artists stage and monetise live performances.

• Frontline artists build and monetise a fan relationship.
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#02: Frontline artists create a number of different kinds of intellectual property – which can be monetised.
When we talk about intellectual property in the context of music we are mainly concerned with copyright, a legal concept which provides creators with certain controls over the outputs of their creativity.

Copyright provides this control over both songs and recordings – which means there are two main sets of music rights: first the ‘song rights’ aka ‘publishing rights’, and second the ‘recording rights’ aka ‘master rights’.

Because of copyright, if third parties want to make use of a song or a recording, they need permission from whoever owns the copyright in that song or recording. The copyright owner charges for that permission, which is how copyright makes money.

In more practical terms, frontline artists and their business partners generate money from their songs and recordings by doing deals with the many digital platforms that utilise music, like download stores, streaming services and user-generated content platforms.

Plus additional money is made by selling physical discs like CDs and vinyl records; and whenever recorded music is broadcast, played in public, or synchronised into a TV show, movie, game or advert.

On top of that, the song rights also make money whenever a song is performed live in public, or if the sheet music or lyrics are made available in a book, or via an app, or somewhere else.

Copyright also provides control over visual works, like artwork, photos, illustrations, infographics and any kind of picture. Frontline artists also create a lot of visual works which can generate additional income, mainly by selling merchandise that incorporates those visuals.

One thing copyright does not protect is names – whether that’s an artist’s real name, their performer name, or a band name. However, there is another branch of intellectual property that can be used to protect an artist’s name and therefore their brand, which is trademark.

The big difference between copyright and trademark is that copyright is automatic whereas trademarks need to be registered.

When an artist writes a song or records a track it is automatically protected by copyright – they have control. But to protect their brand, an artist needs to go through the trademark registration process.

For this reason, frontline artists don’t tend to think about trademarks until they have business partners on board.

However, it is worth noting that for the most successful artists, trademarks are incredibly lucrative, because companies will pay lots of money for permission to use the artist’s brand on their products.
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#03: Live performance is monetised through ticket sales – though there are other important revenues too.
When it comes to the live side of a frontline artist’s business, the key revenue stream is ticket sales. If people are willing to pay to be in a room with the artist when they perform their music, we can monetise that live performance.

That said, artists have other ways of making money from live as well. First, they often sell merchandise at their shows. And second, if they are performing their own songs, they are due royalties because the copyright in those songs is being exploited.

Of course, both merchandise sales and song royalties are actually intellectual property revenue streams, but the live show is providing a platform where merchandise and song rights can be monetised.

For the industry, there are also other important revenue streams from live shows. First, you sell audience members food and drink while they are at the show. Second, brands often spend money to have a presence at shows, venues and festivals, or to have access to tickets for their customers or VIPs.
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#04: Additional revenues can be generated by monetising the fan relationship.
To make money from their intellectual property and live performances, frontline artists obviously need to find an audience and build a fanbase.

However, once a fanbase has been built, there are probably other ways to connect with and generate revenue from that audience – and especially the core fanbase of committed fans and super fans.

In the digital age this is much easier to do, because artists have a direct connection with the core fanbase via various digital channels, including email, an artist website, an artist online store, social media, user-upload platforms, and direct-to-fan platforms like Bandcamp and Patreon.

For many years now, many artists have used these digital channels to increase their intellectual property and live performance income, eg by directly selling merchandise and tickets to fans.

Sales and revenues can be maximised via these channels by employing things like pre-orders, fan-funding and bundling – where fans get discounts or extra benefits if they commit early and/or buy multiple products.

However, an increasing number of artists are also generating extra income by providing the core fanbase with premium digital content and experiences.

That might include selling access to exclusive content that is behind a pay-wall; or monetising livestreaming by selling tickets or using digital gifting tools on social media apps; or selling memberships to or taking donations from fans; or selling digital collectibles as NFTs.

The music industry at large is still learning how to capitalise on these direct-to-fan opportunities – and it seems likely these revenue streams will become much more significant in the years ahead.
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#05: Most music industry people and companies focus on one revenue stream – so frontline artists have multiple business partners.
The music industry consists of people and companies that help frontline artists make money from their music – ie to pursue all the opportunities and unlock all the revenue streams we have mentioned above.

Most people and companies in the music industry focus on one set of revenue streams. So you have those people and companies focused on intellectual property revenue streams. And those people and companies focused on live performance. And an emerging third strand of the music industry focused on the direct-to-fan relationship.

Actually, with intellectual property, most people and companies specialise even further, focusing on one kind of IP.

So artists work with one set of business partners on their recording rights – either a record label or a music distributor, plus their local recording rights collecting society (PPL in the UK).

And they work with another set of business partners on their song rights – either a music publisher or rights administrator, plus their local song rights collecting society (PRS in the UK).

There will then be a third set of business partners – including a merchandiser – focused on monetising the artist’s visual rights and trademarks through merchandise and brand licensing deals

On the live side, artists work with a promoter on their shows and tours. In fact, they will usually work with many different promoters at any one time, which is why they also have a booking agent on their team who looks for opportunities to play live and negotiates any deals.

Where artists are promoting their own shows, they may also have direct relationships with both venues and ticket agents, the latter also helping to market shows and possibly providing some cash flow.

The direct-to-fan side of the business is still evolving, but includes the digital platforms artists use, as well as people and companies who work on direct-to-fan strategy, creating content and managing fan communication, and doing fulfilment of any mail-order purchases.

In addition to all those business partners, most frontline artists also have a manager, who is the one business partner involved in all aspects of the artist’s career and therefore all the revenue streams.

The manager runs the artist’s own business day-to-day, and manages the relationships with all the other companies involved in the artist’s career, usually supported by the artist’s lawyer and accountant.
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INFO
You are currently accessing an archived CMU website.

We are no longer publishing new content to this site.

CLICK HERE to access the current CMU website.

CLICK HERE for more information about CMU's training courses and services.

CLICK HERE for more information about CMU's consultancy services. 
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